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Digitalisation of analogue sound recording medium
Effective from 1st February 2018
General Information
You have one of the following sound recording mediums and you want a copied version of it on a CD.

Vinyl

Shellac

Audio cassette

Audio Tape

Compatibility: We only use CD blanks from leading manufacturers. In general, these can be
played on all newer CD‐players without any problems. Please check in advanced
if your player can play copied CDs.
If nothing else is desired, you will receive an AUDIO CD with one track/song per side of the
vinyl, music cassette or tape. For additional charge it is also possible to separate the songs into
individual tracks/songs.
Furthermore, we also provided you with digitized music as an MP3 or WMA file.
IMPORTANT: You are liable for the acquisition of any copyright and ancillary copyright licenses
for material provided and the desired transfer!
The average processing time is 15‐20 days from the receipt.
The prices are in Euro and incl.VAT additionally any transport charges.

Transfer Quality
Decisive for the sound quality of the transmitted piece of music, however, is the original! The final product
depends very much on this.
We try existing interference signals (e.g. to filter out the scratching of a vinyl record)
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digitalisation of analogue sound record medium
Recommended selling price incl. VAT.

Vinyl

€ 19,90 / pcs.

Audio Tape

€ 29,90/h (min. offsetting. 15,‐‐)

shellac

€ 25,90/page

Music cassette

€ 19,90/cassette (max. 60 min.)

Equipment facility

€ 3,50/pcs.

Filter out noise

€ 25,‐/h

Music piece partition

€ 3,50/song

Output as MP3/WMA‐file

€ 5,70/song

Additional CD‐copy

€ 6,70/pcs.

Minimum offsetting : € 25,‐ per order
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